Baker residents angry; complain of costs

By Jim Meedy

Baker House will hold a house meeting to consider resigning from the Dormitory Council (Dormcon), the group that officially represents the dormitory system in dealing with the Institute. A petition, mandatorily calling the house meeting, was presented to House President Mark Mitchell last Thursday, carrying the necessary thirty signatures.

The controversy has arisen over the Rate Review Committee, now in the process of reviewing the question of how to meet the rising costs of MIT campus housing. A group of Baker students feel that their interests are not adequately represented on the committee, which now consists of Philip Stoddard, Institute Vice-president in charge of Operations, his assistant, Larry Bishoff; Howard Miller, Director of Housing; and said that "getting off borm-

"Environment to me must be everyone. The world will provide fox everyone on the earth at a high standard of living. It is possible to do it, because the earth's rotation. It is wrong. For example, we still have an atom says there will be a new generation coming which grew up with technology and has much more awareness of the power. They are the ones who will be able to redress any grievances by resigning."

Wilson, Dormcon Chairman, stated that "Baker will not be a 'Black of understanding,'" especially, synergy has to do with aspects of the behavior of a system which cannot be predicted from the nature of the parts. Several examples were given, among them that nothing about an atom says there will be molecules, and nothing about a molecule says there can be protoplasm. The reason man rebels at this idea, Fuller con-
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"The Rent Review Committee has had three meetings during the past two weeks, and hopes to make its report to Dormcon and the public sometime within the next three weeks. According to Stoddard, the committee's job is to determine exactly what the costs of running the housing system are, to examine the in-

"That's me!" said Fuller, "Getting off borm-

"A SCROLLE THAT TALKETH LOUDLY ONCE, A KNIGHT WALKETH ALONG WITH SOME MAID, WHERE HE SPITETH A REPTILIAN APPENDIX OF GOD'S DIVISION..."